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LAST WORD 

We have today a number of technologies 
that, when combined, can support 

unprecedented applications and significantly 
enhance existing applications. These technol-
ogies include 5G cellular networks, big data, 
machine learning, and the Internet of Things 
(IoT). The combination of those technolo-
gies allows us to: a) increase our capacity for 
pervasive, fine-grained, and continuous data 
gathering and for the effective and efficient 
processing of these data (even with real-time 
guarantees); b) generate knowledge from 
data and continu-
ously evolve this 
knowledge, thus 
supporting rec-
o m m e n d a t i o n 
systems and deci-
sion processes—
also accompanied 
by suitable expla-
nations; and c) 
m a k e  d e v i c e s , 
con trol systems, and cyberphysical systems 
intelligent and autonomous.

However, many such technologies col-
lect and/or use data, which often contain 
privacy-sensitive data. Collected data, even 
if anonymized by removing identifiers such 
as names or Social Security numbers, when 
linked with other data may lead to reidenti-
fying the individuals to which specific data 
items are related. Also, as organizations, such 
as governmental agencies, often need to col-
laborate, they exchange datasets, resulting in 
these datasets being available to many dif-
ferent parties. Privacy breaches also occur at 
many different layers (for example, networks, 
hosts, and applications) and components in 
our interconnected systems. An example of 
a privacy attack in the context of a cellular  

network is the ToRPEDO side-channel 
attack,1 which exploits the paging protocol to 
track users. 

On the other hand, security techniques 
implemented by applications, especially the 
mobile ones, often have vulnerabilities, which 
undermine privacy. Notable examples are 
vulnerabilities in authentication protocols, 
such as in conventional login-password-based 
authentication and in SMS-based one-time 
passwords, or the use of covert channels 
and side channels to bypass the permission 

systems of the 
underlying oper-
ating systems.2 It  
is important to 
emphasize that 
security and pri-
vacy are two differ-
ent requirements. 
However, security 
is a prerequisite for 
privacy. The use of 

machine learning techniques further threatens 
privacy because of attacks such as the inver-
sion ones by which a party can infer the sen-
sitive contents of the data samples used for 
training. Finally, the increased adoption of 
wearable devices and continuous data stream-
ing from these devices allows a party to col-
lect fine-grained geo-temporal data about 
individuals.

Given the many ways by which data privacy 
can be breached, one may wonder whether 
the battle for privacy is lost or whether some-
thing can be done. In this respect, it is impor-
tant to notice that research and industry have 
proposed many privacy-preserving tech-
niques over the last 20 years, ranging from 
cryptographic techniques, such as oblivi-
ous data structures, which hide data access 
patterns, and homomorphic encryption to 
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data anonymization techniques, 
which transform data to make it 
more difficult to link specific data 
records to specific individuals or 
perturb the data. The problem of 
location privacy has also been the 
focus of extensive research both 
in the past and recently. Research 
efforts have also been 
devoted to investigating 
privacy-preserving tech-
niques for data in the 
cloud, on smartphones, 
and in social networks. 
Finally, tru sted environ-
ments have been devel-
oped that represent an important 
building block for privacy-preserving 
techniques.

However, despite the availability 
of many privacy-preserving tech-
niques, we are still far from satisfac-
tory solutions to privacy. The first 
reason is that privacy depends very 
much on user personal preferences, 
contexts, and culture. Therefore, we 
need privacy-preserving techniques 
that can be personalized. The other 
reason is that several privacy regu-
lations have been defined over the 
years, such as the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) and General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR). Technical 
solutions need to comply with these 
regulations—and in some cases, 
coming up with approaches is chal-
lenging, and also, these approaches 
need to be complemented by proper 
organizational processes. 

Finally, it is important to no-
tice that different privacy tech-
niques must be used depending 
on the tasks to be executed on 
the data, such as record link-
age,  data analy tic,  and opera-
tional tasks, and on the specific 
transactions a user is executing, 

such as browsing the web, get-
ting recommendations on mov-
ies, and buying products online. 
In the latter context, techniques 
proposed for privacy-preserving 
digital and for privacy-preserving 
e-commerce transactions are criti-
cal. Those techniques combined 
with network anonymizers and 
application-level privacy tech-
niques are critical building blocks 
for holistic online privacy.

Given that we have all those 
privacy-preserving technologies, 
what more do we need for pri-
vacy? What we need are holistic 
privacy-preserving environments 
able to combine privacy-preserving 
approaches with adaptation to differ-
ent user contexts and tasks to achieve 
“privacy protection in depth.” Users 
consider privacy important, but they 
often feel that privacy is complex 
to manage.

However, there is also the key 
question of “personal privacy versus 
collective safety,” as ultimately, the 
choice of making available (some 
of) our personal data, and thus 
renouncing some privacy, to benefit 
society is a personal choice. Users 
must be able to make informed deci-

sions. Therefore, two 
challenging questions 
need to be addressed: 
1) How can we make it 
possible for people to 
make decisions about 
“personal privacy ver-
sus collective safety”? 2) 

How can we make it possible to rec-
oncile those two seemingly oppos-
ing goals? We believe that data 
transparency and policy-based use 
of data are two key elements rele-
vant to answering these questions. 
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